Peace of Mind is Top of Mind
with IMPASSA
You want to do everything you can to protect
your family and your home. A security system
from DSC keeps a watchful eye on your
family and other valuables when you are
home and even when you aren’t. It’s peace
of mind in one package. IMPASSA, the all-inone security system from DSC, is so easy to
use and has all the performance you need to
protect what matters most.

What Wireless Means for You

IMPASSA Security System
Peace of mind in one small package • Quick professional installation
• Blends into home decor • Instant connection to emergency response • Easy to use

Control your System with Ease
Through the compact and sleek keypad, you control your security system with easy to use
one-touch keys. The system can also be managed with a wireless key. It really is that easy!

Because the system is wireless, it installs
quickly with minimal compromise to your
home structure. Faster, easier installation
means less installer time as well -- so you
can get on with the business of your day.

Stay Arm lets you secure the
perimeter of your home and still
move about freely inside.

Contemporary Design Blends
into Décor
With a sleek and contemporary look, all DSC
security devices project a modern feel and
at the same time, inconspicuously blend into

your home décor.

Activating the Fire keys
immediately sounds the
siren, warning everyone
inside, and transmits a
signal to the monitoring
station notifying them of
the fire.

Triggering the Medical/
Auxiliary keys immediately
transmits an emergency
signal to the monitoring
station informing them of
your medical emergency.

Pressing the Panic keys
immediately notifies the
monitoring station in an
event of distress.

Away Arm allows you to protect
your home when no one is present.

The Chime function notifies you
through distinctive sounds when
doors or windows are opened
and closed. Different chimes can
be assigned to different doors or
windows.

The Bypass function allows you to
arm the alarm system with a door
or window open; useful when you
are home and decide to open a
window to let in some fresh air.

Instant Connection, With Back-Up,
to Emergency Response
When an alarm occurs, a monitored
IMPASSA Security System instantly connects
to a monitoring station and emergency
services are dispatched as required. For
extra peace of mind, IMPASSA offers a twoway voice feature -- instant communication
with your monitoring station. You can talk to
a live operator who will dispatch emergency
services as required. If an alarm has been
activated, the system provides a listenin feature enabling the monitoring station
to assess the situation in your home. The
listen-in feature is only active when the alarm
is triggered.

Someone to Watch Over You
The Quick Exit function allows you
to exit a designated entry/exit zone
without completely disarming the
system; it is a convenient method
to check the mailbox or let the
dog out.

DSC’s IMPASSA Security System keeps
watch, providing you and your family
security without compromise. Rest easy,
knowing that IMPASSA keeps peace of
mind, top of mind.

A Tyco International Company

A Tyco International Company

It’s important that your family is safe and sheltered at all times. The IMPASSA Security
System, along with these sensors and accessories, provides reliable 24/7 protection
and the peace-of-mind you are looking for in a monitored home security system.
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IMPASSA
Security System*

Photoelectric Smoke/Carbon
Monoxide Detectors

5-Button
Wireless Key

Pet-Immune
Passive Infrared
Motion Detector

Door/Window
Contact

PN 30001317

Protecting What Matters Most

* If preferred, an auxiliary keypad can be used at the entry point and the IMPASSA can be installed in an alternate location within the premises.

